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EHRHARD BEHRENDS AND RICHARD EVANS the technicalities which are involved (e.g., the dual integral module representation). 1* Preliminaries* Boolean algebras of L p -projections. The concept of an j^-projection was defined in the introduction. The range space of such a projection is called an L^-summand. For the basic properties of .^-projections and Z/-summands, the reader is referred to [4] . Note that X = X x φ p X φp φp X n is a short way of indicating that the X t are ZAsummands with X t f] Xj = {0}(ί Φ j) and X = X ι + X. 2 It is known that for p Φ 2 every pair of L^-projections commute [3j. It follows that the set of all //-projections is in this case a complete Boolean algebra of projections in the sense of Bade [1] (i.e., an increasing net converges to its supremum, in the strong operator topology). We shall consider the more general case in which & is a fixed complete Boolean algebra of //-projections for some p, whereby the case p = 2 is not excluded and we do not assume that this algebra contains all the //-projections.
A .^-summand is an Z/-summand whose corresponding 1/-projection lies in .^P*. For the general properties of these summands and of Boolean algebras of projections we refer the reader to [4] and [1|. We need the following facts and definitions:
(a) There is a compact Hausdorff extremally disconnected space Ω such that the elements of <3 S correspond to the clopen subsets of Ω (Ω is just the Stonean space of &).
By E D we mean the element of έ% which corresponds to the clopen set D.
(b) The Banach algebra generated by ,^P, (lin &)~, is called the Cuningham algebra of έ% and is written r &^. It is isometrically isomorphic to C(Ω), the Banach algebra of continuous functions on Ω is such a way that E D corresponds to X D for each clopen set D in Ω. For ΓG^/ ; we write f for the associated function in C(Ω).
(c) For every Borel measurable function on Ω there is a (uniquely determined) continuous numerical valued function on Ω such that these functions coincide on the complement of a set of first category. Each Borel set in Ω is the symmetric difference of a clopen set and a set of first category.
(d) For each a elwe define ρ x {D): = | E D x\\ p for all clopen D in Ω. p x can be extended to a regular Borel measure on Ω which we also write p x .
(e) If D is a clopen subset of Ω we say that D satisfies the countable chain condition (CCC) if each strictly increasing chain of clopen sets in D is at most countable (equivalently: each family of disjoint clopen subsets of D is at most countable). In this case we shall also say that the corresponding projection E satisfies the CCC.
It is easy to see that supp p x satisfies the CCC since p x is finite. It follows that Ω is the supremum of a family of clopen subsets each of which satisfies the CCC. We can thus restrict ourselves to the case where Ω and I themselves have this property.
(f) For YdX there is a smallest projection E such that Ey = y for all ye Y (the carrier projection of Y). Note that if FΛE=0 then FY = {0}. If Y = {x} t we shall write E x for this projection.
(g) We note that with the notation of (d), (e), (f) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Ω satisfies the CCC.
(ii) there is an xeX such that supp ρ x = Ω. (iii) there is an xeX such that E x = /.
Following [8] we call a closed subspace of X which is invariant w.r.t. all projections in <S& a «^-cycle. It is easily verified that the intersection and the closed linear hull of arbitrary collections of .^-cycles are again ^-cycles. It follows that there is for each a el a smallest .^-cycle containing sc. This cycle is the closed linear hull of {Ex \ Ee &} and is written S(x).
Multiplicity theory. The cycles of the form S(x) behave in many respects as one-dimensional subspaces (cf. f. ex. [4], Satz Dl). The aim of multiplicity theory is to investigate a "dimension" with respect to the projection algebra, using the S(x)'& as building blocks. If the projection algebra is the trivial one, consisting of 0 and /, multiplicity theory is simply dimension theory. If, as in our case, the projection algebra consists only of lAprojections, multiplicity measures, in some sense, how close X behaves as an abstract L p -space. In § 4, for example, where we discuss the case of finite multiplicity, we shall see that X behaves almost as a space 
Clearly, from the definition, m(E) = m(E\ EX ) whereby the second multiplicity is calculated in the Boolean algebra &°E.
Also, by (iii), the multiplicity is completely determined by those E which satisfy the CCC. It follows that any procedure for calculating the multiplicity of the identity on spaces where it satisfies the CCC can be used to calculate the multiplicity of an arbitrary projection on an arbitrary space. We shall sometimes use this fact to simplify our proofs.
For a discussion of the properties of the multiplicity function we refer the reader to [2] . In particular the following properties hold: PROPOSITION 1.2. (i) m (0) We shall see in § 5 that this is indeed true.
Since S(x) -{Tx\ Te r^Λ~, the multiplicity of E corresponds to the dimension of EX as a normed ί^-module in the case where E satisfies the CCC. If E does not satisfy the CCC then the dimension of EX is generally larger than the multiplicity of E.
2. The integral module representation• In this chapter we shall describe without proofs the representation of X as a space of vector-valued functions on Ω such that the elements of & have the form of multiplication by characteristic functions which was introduced in [8] , We shall only treat a special case which is general enough for our purpose, namely that where Ω satisfies the countable chain condition. For the general case and a complete description of the construction, see [8] , [5] , As before, let ^ be a complete Boolean algebra of iZ-projections on the real Banach space X. We assume that Ω satisfies the countable chain condition. Thus there is an element x in X such that Ex Φ 0 for all E Φ 0 in &, wlog ||a?|| = 1 (see introduction). Let y be some element of X. Since supp p x = Ω, the measure p y is absolutely continuous w.r. 
These are the defining properties of a norm resolution.
By 2.1 (ii) and (iii) the mapping y H> [#](&) is, for each
Let X k be the associated Banach space, i.e., the completion of Yk/{v\ [v] (fi) = 0} in the norm || || fc induced by y\-+[y](lc). This construction provides us with a family of Banach spaces indexed by the points of Ω. The p-direct integral of this family over Ω with X k dp x , is the set of all mappings /: Ω -> \J Ω U{°°} such that /(A;) lies in X fc U I 00 } for each k and for which the scalarvalued function &h-> ||/(fc)|| fc (|| ™ 11^: = °°) lies in C P (Ω, p x ) . A 2?-direct integral is not, in general, closed under addition so that it cannot be given a natural vector space structure. However a subset Z of the p-direct integral for which the following properties hold:
can be given a natural C(i2)-module structure since continuity implies that the h of 2.2 is unique.
If, further:
X k dp x by means of y f-> {y} whereby
all the structures of X are transferred to the range space so that 2.2 (i ), (ii) and (iv) are automatically satisfied and (iii) follows from the definition of the X k . We thus have the following representation theorem:
&, Ω and x be as above. There is a family of Banach spaces X ky indexed by the points of Ω such that X is isometrically isomorphic as a C(Ω)-module to
The most important advantage of the integral module representation is of course that the operators in r ώ",. now correspond to the pointwise multiplication by continuous functions. In particular a projection in έ$ has the action of restriction to the corresponding set in Ω.
Since we are interested in ^-cycles in X we need to know how these look in the integral module representation. As is to be expected they turn out to have a particularly simple form.
X k dp x be the representation of
(
ii) If y is an element of X then y is in M if and only if (y)(k) e M k U {<*>} far all k.
(iii) For each natural number n the set {k \ dim M k = n} is clopen in Ω. In particular the set supp M: = {k\M k Φ {0}}" is clopen and corresponds to the carrier projection of M.
Proof.
W+1 for each n. Set s x = y lm Since [^-there is a clopen set A containing k on which [?/ 2 -#J <; 1/2. Set z 2 = ^ + J^Ofc -i/i). Then [z 2 -sj ^ 1/2 and (z 2 )(k) = <» 2 >(fc). By induction we obtain a sequence {zj in AT with [« n+1 -z n ] ^ l/2 % and (z n )(k) = (y n }(k) for each τ&. Thus {2 W (J)} converges uniformly on J2, in particular {#J converges in M to # with (z)(l) = lim (z n }(l) for each 1. Since (z n )(k) = (y n )(k) for all w we have <3>(fc) = lim (y n )(k)ỹ k . Thus Mfc is closed.
(ii) Suppose that y is in X and that (y)(k) eM k U {^J for each &. Let ε > 0 and E D be such that H^?/ -y\\ < e and (y) (k) 
Wlog we may assume that the D/s are disjoint. Put z = -E^^ + + E Dn z kn e Λί. Then
Thus ||2 -y\\ ^ 2ε. Since ε was arbitrary and M is closed we have yeM.
The 'only if part follows immediately from the definition of M k . The Zorn's Lemma argument of 2.4 (iii) occurs over and over again when working with integral modules. In order to save repeating it each time it is formulated in the following lemma for which we need a preparatory definition. DEFINITION 2.6. Let X, .^ be as above and n a natural number.
QS(X«, .<&): -{(χ l9 .. ,x n ;F)\x i eX,Fe.^'
and E Xi = F for all i) . , a m , . Since jP α m <; 2£ for each m, α is in A E . By Zorn's Lemma A E contains a maximal element. By (i) and (iii) the projection in this element must be E.
Note that it is not essential for the validity of the existence lemma that & consists of lAprojections (although that is of course the case in the present paper). It suffices that the norm boundedness implies that every sequence in which each element is an extension of the previous one is Cauchy. In practice we shall only use the cases n = 1 and n = 2 and shall normally only verify (i), leaving it to the reader to check that (ii) and (iii) are trivially satisfied. If the elements of A are characterized by some property then verifying (i) corresponds to showing that the set of projections for which it holds is co-final in every ultrafilter containing E. The existence lemma then allows us to conclude that the property holds for E itself. (
{S{y), M) vanishes on a nonvoid clopen subset of Ω if and only if S(y) Π M Φ {0}.

Note. 3.3 (iii) does not necessarily hold for two arbitrary &-cycles.
Then there is also some ε > 0 such that d k (M u 
On the other hand suppose that every neighborhood of k contains a point I where d ι (M u M 2 ) < a. By the preceding part of the proof there is a clopen set A containing I and elements m 1 e M u m 2 e M 2 with IKm.XΠ + <m 2 >(Z')llr < a max {IK^iXΠIIr, II <m 2 >(Πilr} and maxίlKm^COl^, H<m 2 >(Π!lr} > 1/2 for Z' in A.
Let D be the clopen set {I \ dι{M ly M 2 ) < a}~. We apply the existence lemma to trary Boolean algebras of projections with finite multiplicity (cf. the counterexample in [6] 
Proof. Let D: = {k | d k (M, S(x) ) Φ 0}~, a clopen set in Ω. We apply the existence lemma to E D and
That ( Then M k = X fc and by the continuity of the dimension M k > = X fc , for Λ' in some clopen neighbourhood Z> of k. Then J^X = E D M, and ^ has finite multiplicity less than or equal to m. Thus there is a neighbourhood of each point k such that the corresponding projection has multiplicity not greater than n. It follows from 1.2 (ii) that m{I) <; n and then the equality follows from (i).
Note. It follows from 4.2 that m(E D ) = max fce i)(dimX fc ) for each clopen D in Ω and thus that uniform multiplicity n oί I implies dim X k = n for all k in Ω.
We now investigate the restriction of the multiplicity function to cycles in the case where / has finite multiplicity. We can thus extend φ to an isomorphism between E D X and L p (X k , (D, /°*U)) f°r which this inequality also holds.
We are now in a position to prove the promised result, that it can be arbitrarily well approximated by sums of Bochner spaces. The reader will note that we actually prove rather more than is contained in the statement of the theorem, we have however chosen this formulation for the sake of clarity. 
